THE NUMBERS OF POINT
40.000 mq
Ca 50 private & public company
300 employers
4.000 mq equipped laboratory

P O I N T di Dalmine
1. Bergamo Sviluppo, Bergamo Business Incubator 2020
1a. Conference Point
2. Conference Point + Company & Research Organization (Laboratories & offices)
3. Conference Point + Company & Research Organization (offices)
4. Central Heat and Power
5. Company & Research Organization (see inside pages)
6. Faculty of Engineering, - University of Bergamo
7/9. Parking
10. University + Point Science Park, Cafeteria

The POINT of Dalmine was created to contribute to the development of the area: it’s a Science Park which are
based companies and research projects related to various topics of innovation. The advantage to be part of
POINT is the possibility of networking with different situations and companies settled, and the links you can start
with other Science and Technology Parks, with the most prestigious Italian Universities, as well as authoritative
research centers, local authorities and the main employer associations and trade unions of reference.
The POINT offers not only equipped spaces and adaptation of infrastructure but also outsourcing of technical and
logistical services. Company that believes that strategic placement within the Point of their technical skills (eg,
technical, laboratory research and development) to exploit the synergies that born in places with a high concentration of know-how, can ask for more information or an appointment to view the available spaces.
Following the estabilishment at Point of Bergamo Sviluppo, the Special Agency of the Chamber of Commerce, in
those areas find their natural place both technology animation, organized to promote the diffusion of new technologies / innovations among local businesses, and a range of services, aimed at organizations, companies and
professionals.

P O I N T of Dalmine

Point, together with Bergamo Sviluppo is a member of APSTI, the Italian Network of Science

via Einstein/ang. via Pasubio
I 24044 Dalmine (BG)

and Technology Parks whose members are the majority of the italian scientific parks. Apsti was
created to support economic development through innovation. The Association works to ensu-

Latitude 45.650201
Longitude 9.604907

growth businesses, with particular reference to small and very small, and the wealth of knowledge expressed by the Technological Poles, from universities and research centers.
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tel. +39 035 622 4021
fax: +39 035 622 4024
mail: point@bg.camcom.it
Www.pointbergamo.it

re that these facilities are characterized more as integrators between the needs of innovative

Point, together with Bergamo Sviluppo is also a member of IASP - International Association of Science Parks - which represents about 400 Science Parks in over 60 countries
around the world.

Conference Point
In the Point of Dalmine there’s a conference center available, which includes large offices and elegant and hi-tech rooms,
which accommodate between 6 and 300 guests. These spaces are perfect for any type of workshop, conference or meeting
between a few people as well as a large number of partecipants. These efficient and flexible venues can be used in conjunction with each other, or independently, giving new-found versatility. The smaller rooms can also be used as classroom courses.
Upon request, all rooms can be made available exhibition area, catering services, simultaneous translation, call conference,
video recording, Wi-Fi, secretarial and logistic support and so on.

Initiatives and services to promote entrepreneurship and innovation
Bergamo Sviluppo, which is accredited by the Lombardy Region as a Research and Technology Transfer Center (RTTC) in the Questio System - Quality Evaluation in Science and

Aula Magna - 275 seats
This auditorium can accommodate major events with sophisticated audio-video equipment, control room and simultaneous translation. Has a dedicate entrance and parking, an own reception
for welcoming of participants and a large space for coffee breaks, lunches, exibition area, break
out rooms or other entertainment set up.

Technology for Innovation Opportunity, accreditation that allows it to be a reference for

Sala Conferenze - 60 seats

research, transfer technology and innovation throughout business and industry. Within

This room is equipped with multimedia tools for projection and video recording. Has a own reception for the self-registration of participants and spaces where you can organize coffee breaks, lunches and set up exhibition stands.

the Point Science Park provides these services:
•

Free consultation of full text of Italian technical standards (UNI), as well as European

Sala Riunioni - 40 seats

(EN) and global (ISO), assistance in search and identification of specific technical

This conference room is equipped with multimedia tools for projection and video recording. Has
an independent reception and large spaces for coffee breaks, lunches, exhibition, break out
rooms or other entrateinment set up.

standards, dissemination of information material on products and services, organization of events held in cooperation with UNI, to disseminate the latest guidelines of

Sala meeting - 30 seats

the legislation (sportello Punto UNI of Bergamo)
•

provision of technical and scientific information and advice in relation to patents and industrial property in order to protect innovations and the company's heritage of knowledge and skills so as to foster the development

•

and competitive growth of micro, small and medium local enterprises (Sportello Valorizzazione della Proprietà

Break Point

Industriale);

To make it even more comfortable work environment , here is a space for moments of sharing ,
and a relaxation break with tables , refrigerator , microwave , food distributors ( first and second
courses ) , cold drinks , ice cream , with audio system connected to bluetooth , library , sofas , games.

availability of information of a scientific, technical and industrial, through the use of different existing databases that allow you to identify the technologies developed through research and innovation (Sportello Banche
dati tecnologiche);

•

The Meeting room is located on the second floor of the building 3), is an elegand circular room,
particularly suitable for business meetings, lectures, press briefings, courses, boards of directors,
product launches. There are also a wide range of private rooms for intimate events.

access to information on innovative materials, through a training and thematic
seminars, thanks to the presence of a showroom with samples of innovative ma-

Executive Office
The executive office constitute a functional space independent and confidential, and provided with every comfort available to
organize business meetings of high representative. The unit consists of large reception, cloaks room, kitchen area and three
offices. The location, near the meeting room, makes it the ideal complement for the management of complex events.

terials presented via synthetic samples and datasheets dedicated (in collaboration with Matech, division of the Science Park of Galileo of Padova).

These services, which integrate with both seminar activities carried on innovation in the areas of Point in Dalmine
and the projects developed from Bergamo Sviluppo in collaboration with the network of local associative system,

Smaller rooms - from 6 to 12 seats

have a twofold purpose: encourage technological development in enterprises, increasing competitiveness and facili-

Located in the building 2 of Point, the smaller rooms are suitable for small meetings, in parallel, or
consequential events held in the adiacent conference rooms.

tate the emergence of new companies with innovative technology.
www.bergamosviluppo.it * info@bergamosviluppo.it * tel. +39 035 3888011 - tel. (at Point) +39 035 6224021

For information, visits or preventive:
tel. +39 035 622 4021 - amministrazione@servitec.it

Undertaken activities in the Business Incubator 2020
at Point Science Park of Bergamo

From 2014, the Point Science Park host also the Business Incubator. The project, which encourages people to start their businesses by providing workspaces and accompanying services and training, provides sections both for the service sector and the
manufacturing sector. The initiative is aimed at aspiring entrepreneurs, innovative start-ups, businesses or self-employed income by no more than 12 months, operating in innovative activities.
The center is organized as follows: an open-space offices equipped (for service section) , portioned spaces to productive use (for
manufacturing section), common spaces available to participants in the project (meeting room, classroom training, private
rooms for meetings or consulting). Businesses Incubator guests benefit from a constant assistance, personalized tutoring, training and consulting specific. It also offered a promotional support through the ability to participate in trade fairs, visible through
the local press, brochures and space in the pages of the website of the project.
Candidate selection is done through a public call, to tertiary section the notice is expired but requests can sent his idea to the
secretary of Bergamo Sviluppo, together with a curriculum vitae of the proponents of the initiative and a business plan (prepared
in accordance with the prescribed schedule and downloadable from the website). In this case will be evaluated according to the
availability of vacancies within the structure. The manufacturing section questions are valued at door steps. In the selection,
priority requests to participate in activities related to services presented by young people, whose innovative character, with ability to create self-employment and development over time, consistent with the history and curriculum of the proponent.
www.incubatore.bergamo.it

-

Recent companies located at POINT Science Park
VCA- Vehicle Certification Agency is the UK Approval Authority responsible for the testing and certification of
new vehicles to given safety and environmental standards. It is a worldwide recognised leader in the field of
European homologation tests and certification. Since VCA is both UK Department For Transport and Technical Service, its team can both run the tests and issue the certificate (E11), bringing paramount advantage
both in terms of time and money. VCA is also an international certification body, which can support customers locally in Italy, Spain, Turkey, Portugal, UK, USA, Japan, Brazil, India, China, Malaysia, Australia and
Korea.
http://www.dft.gov.uk/vca/contact-us-southern-europe.asp - enquiries@vca-europe.com.eu
ITspace provides ict consultancy, design and implementation of infrastructure and solutions. Through partnerships with leading manufacturers of IT technology, it can support companies in the research and implementation of best solutions (virtualization and server consolidation, analysis, installation and storage management, integration of cloud services with the existing infrastructure, security, centralized management and
secure access to corporate data from all devices including PCs, smartphones and tablets.
www.itspace.it info.itspace.it
UNIVET born in 2001 as a spin off company of the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, who offer to industry
and to the veterinary clinic the most advanced methods for the diagnosis and treatment of diseases dermatological companion animals, and in particular in the context of: allergy (alimentary and environmental screening, immunotherapies), parasitology (Sarcoptes tests, skin scrapings, trichogram, leishmaniasis), Microbiology (culture, staphylococcus vaccine) and Dermatopathology (skin biopsy, cytology and special stains).
www.univet.es info.italia@univetdermlab.com
Crippa Sardi Law Firm practices civil and intnl trade law, with a special focus on SMEs development in international context. A specific interest in this area is enhancing and setting proper legal frames, contracts and
agreements to meet customers’ need when going global. The Firm provides legal advice and assistance,
both judicial and extrajudicial, in civil and commercial law, EU legislation, international trade and industrial
property, in Italy and abroad.
www.studiolegalecsc.it - studiolegalecsc@tiscali.it

segreteria@incubatore.bergamo.it

Founded in 2013 by a group of professionals come from long-experience in design and implementation of
telemetry and monitoring systems as well as equipments remote control, for data collection. W2W Solutions
uses the latest wireless technologies such as LTE, UMTS, HSPA, WiFi, 169MHz, to fit at best data transmission requirements. Main applications: photovoltaic park telemetry and telemanagement systems, water
treatment plants quality monitoring, remote management of thermal power plants for district heating, remote reading of meters and LPG tanks.
www.versionebeta.com luca@versionebeta.com

www.w2wsolutions.it

-

info@w2wsolutions.it

Luca Ubiali is a freelance web developer and designer. Able to manage a web project from the phase of requirements analysis, interface design and user experience, until the development of the frontend and backend code. He has worked with organizations large and small for the development of institutional web sites
and business applications in the web.
Avirin is a computer consulting firm specializes in the design and development of portals and websites, apps
for android and iphone, monitoring systems, real-time web-based and web-based applications. Avirin also
devise the projects Riparotto.com that enables online booking of service centers for home repairs, valued by
the users of the services.
www.maply.eu - marco.piccolino@maply.eu

www.avirin.it

-

info@avirin.it

Maply develops projects to promote local areas by leveraging the power of smartphones, tablets and the
web. Maply's innovative apps and information systems support territorial marketing and tourism promotion.
Maply's solutions are tailored to cover all kinds of special needs. For example, they are well-suited also for
contexts with limited or no connectivity, such as mountain regions and rural areas.

Is the Special Agency of the Chamber of Commerce of Bergamo, create to contribute, in collaboration with
the Trade Associations, to the territorial development of the local economy. Carries out activities and projects
in the training areas, guidance and counseling, creation and enterprise development, innovation and internationalization.
www.bergamosviluppo.it
point@bergamosviluppo.it

Neos Consulting provides management solutions in the manufacturing, iron and steel and participates in centers of expertise at their universities. In communication technology conveys Mobile & Wireless applications
and 3D. And 'the company Network Point ONE for Lombardy and distributes the software SAP Business One
made especially for SMEs.

It was founded in 1996 by Alberto Nacci (musician, director and producer). He has made industrial films in
Italy and abroad for major companies operating in different areas of production: metallurgical, mechanical,
automation-technology, food processing, luxury sportswear, construction, transportation, publishing. AJPSTUDIO realizes production and post-production video, 3D modelling and Design of products.

Punto One is the national distributor of SAP Business ONE, SAP solution (the first manufacturer in the world
of software) designed, built and maintained for Small and Medium-sized enterprises.

www.neosgroup.it

www.cimprogetti.com

-

dario.longobardi@neosgroup.it

Punto ONE operates a network of about sixty Italian software companies that make up the time to excellence
within the SAP application knowledge and that you are already addressed over 2,000 user companies.
www.punto-one.it

www.ajp.it - info@ajp.it
Active in the plant and technology for the lime industry; technologies ranging from the calcination of limestone and dolomite for the production of calcium hydroxide and calcium carbonate precipitate.

-

-

o.sala@punto-one.it

Ortec ORTEC is one of the largest providers of advanced planning and optimization solutions and services.
ORTEC’s products and services result in optimized fleet routing and dispatch, vehicle and pallet loading,
workforce scheduling, delivery forecasting, logistics network planning and warehouse control.
www.ortec.com

inform@cimprogetti.com

-

giovanni.gizzo@ortec.com

Pixspeak offer a brokerage services for products and services with high creative content. The company also devise Scontamelo, a discount coupon portal made in Bergamo in December 2012, which allows merchants to promote the own business with an innovative and functional way and users to access every day to a lot of exclusive offers. Recently they close
a partnership with WineAmore, who design an application to substitute the paper wine list with a new, digital, interactive
and multilingual iPad list, where it is possible to find detailed information about wines and wine-producers, or suggestions
to combine the wine to meals. The application can be customised to satisfy the needs of all client, is distributed both in
Italy and abroad and can be utilised in 15 languages, including Chinese.
www.scontamelo.it

Evo Complements provides design, programming and systems integration HBES for home automation, building automation, energy management and automation, in order to improve comfort, safety and efficiency in
the residential, tertiary and disability. Partners KNX Association, organize meetings and training courses for
designers, installers and wholesalers.

www.itmconsulenza.it

-

-

www.mplaw.it - info@mlplaw.it

-

info@wineamore.com

-

info@emessage.it

The Laboratory of Environmental Biology and Chemistry of SIAD S.p.A. is an applied research center in
the environmental field on waste water treatment and remediation of contaminated sites.
The activities include feasibility studies of chemical, physical and biological processes with laboratory
and pilot plant scale for the removal of pollutants from municipal and industrial wastewater, and the
recovery of polluted aquifers through pure oxygen bioremediation process.
www.siad.it

-

ricerca@siad.it

It 'an ESCO (Energy Service Company) specializes in consulting for the energy industry, trade and service sectors
with the aim of reducing the energy costs of its customers, by improving the supply of energy carriers and their efficient use in plant improvements. Spinergy also carries out administrative management of power-generating systems, practices for tax breaks in the energy sector, management of energy taxation (generators, petrol, lubricants
/ fuels), measures and systems for energy saving, calibration and certification of energy buildings. From 2013, with
Icenova Engineering, offers consulting in the heat recovery and cogeneration biomass / natural gas.

commerciale@lacisa.com

MLP Intellectual Property provides assistance in all areas of IP law, both for judicial and consulting, in a variety
of industrial and technical fields and services. MLP conducts training and dissemination of intellectual property.
It also caters to start-ups and traditional SMEs with propensity for innovation, in order to accompany them in a
process of development and conscious knowledge of their intangible assets. Has an international vocation
with a solid experience in the German, Russian and Chinese markets.
MLP is based in Milan and Bergamo, at Point of Dalmine.

www.wineamore.com

www.emessage.it

itm@itmconsulenza.it

The company offers full rental services rent of machines for industrial handling of steel.
Due to its special skills in the field of logistics management, the company is present with its four operational
offices in some of the most important Italian steelworks.

www.lacisa.com

info@pixspeak.com

The company creates innovative technological solutions in the multi-channel, to communicate in a simple, complete and affordable. The unified messaging platform eMessage, made by Sertea manages outbound communications via SMS, hybrid mail, Fax, Voicemail, MMS and voice (VOIP), adapted in a flexible way, even in marketing projects and service management (B2B - B2C).

www.evocomplements.com - info@evocomplements.com
ITM was founded in Bergamo in 1980 a group of professionals, managers, academics and entrepreneurs who
with relevant experience in organization and management. Company's mission is to be a team of experts that
supports companies by strengthening the competitive advantage to deal with the complexity of the markets.
Our customized solutions are the key to solving complex business issues, especially in today's fast-paced, global environment. Our expertise are: strategy, marketing and sales, controlling, organization, technological innovation.

-

www.spinergy.it

-

info@spinergy.it

Provides design of machines or groups, counseling / assistance in the design, verification, sizing, optimization
of structures through the use of finite element analysis programs. The division UTP Vision is responsible for
vision designs, manufactures, sells automatic quality control for different types of components and products
of high standard. The image processing systems used allow us to identify with high precision and speed, the
presence of defects in the materials. The division Climbing designs and manufactures artificial walls and
boulder structures for climbing.
www.utpvision.it

-

info@utpvision.it

www.utpsrl.it

-

utp@utpsrl.it

